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Zus smart assistant app

ZUS Smart Vehicle Health Monitor Mini (Gen 4) Learn more ZUS Smart Vehicle Health Monitor monitor, diagnose and predict vehicle problems and more. Ergonomic design to facilitate installation. HardwareThe Smart Vehicle Health Monitor is the most compact OBD product on the market. Its simple and sophisticated design makes it a
handy companion in any car. Simply plug in The ZUS Smart Vehicle Health Monitor is designed to be installed easily - just plug it into your car's OBD II port and you're ready to go. Powered by the ZUS Smart Driving Assistant App Download for free from the App Store or Google Play Engine Health MonitorSTain your engine status with
real-time alerts. Decrypt engine error codes, which normally cost a $100 trip to the mechanic. PRO Dashboard Monitor and log your car data like a pro. Safety CenterWorld's first predictive algorithm analyzes historical engine data for possible problems Technical specifications Weight: 0.88oz/25g Input Current: 0.05~0.1 An Input Voltage:
12~24 V Max Output Power: -9dBm Size: 1.65 x 1.63 x 0.85 in / 42 x 41.5 x 21.7 mm working frequency range: BT2.4Ghz READ MORE... Requires iOS 10.0 and watchOS 6.0 or later. Compatible with iPhone 5S, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6S, iPhone 6S Plus, iPhone SE (1st generation), iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 8, iPhone
8 Plus, iPhone X, iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max, iPhone XR, iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro, iPhone 11 Pro Max, iPhone SE (2nd generation), iPhone 12 mini, iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max, iPad Air, iPad Air Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad mini 2, iPad mini 2 Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Air 2, iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad mini 3, iPad mini 3
Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad mini 4, iPad mini 4 Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (12.9-inch), iPad Pro (12.9-inch) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (9.7-inch), iPad Pro (9.7-inch) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad (5th generation) , iPad (5th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (12.9-inch) (2nd generation), iPad Pro (12.9-inch) (2nd generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro
(10.5-inch), iPad Pro (10.5-inch) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad (6th generation), iPad (6th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (11-inch), iPad Pro (11-inch) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (12.9-inch) (3rd generation), iPad Pro (12.9-inch) (3rd generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad mini (5th generation), iPad mini (5th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Air
(3rd generation), iPad Air (3rd generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad (7th generation), iPad (7th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (11-inch) (11-inch) (11-inch) (11-inch) (7th generation), iPad (7th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (11-inch) (11-inch) (11-inch) (11-inch) (7th generation), iPad (7th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular , iPad Pro
(11-inch) (11-inch) (11-inch) (11-inch) (7th generation), iPad (7th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (11-inch) (11-inch) (11-2nd generation), iPad Pro (11-inch) (2nd generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (12.9-inch) (4th generation), iPad Pro (4e generatie) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Air (4e generatie) , iPad Air (4e generatie) Wi-Fi +
Cellular, iPad (8e generatie), iPad (8e generatie) Wi-Fi + Cellular en iPod touch. Free87.03 MB Continue to app - #1 OBD2 Scanner &amp; Car Code Reader - Read &amp; Clear Check Engine Light to save $150+ - Error Code Diagnosis &amp; Self-Repair Guide to save save - Free Mileage Log Feature to save up to $5,000 SMART
Driving Assistant app is designed to work with ZUS Smart Car Charger, nonda Smart Car Charger, ZUS Smart Tire Safety Monitor, ZUS Vehicle Health Monitor &amp; ZUS Wireless Backup Camera. -Smart car charger helps you locate your car with the ZUS app and automatically tracks your mileage. -Smart Tire Safety Monitor features
a USB-powered receiver with 4 sensors that transmit data directly to the ZUS app via Bluetooth. With the tyre pressure of all 4 tyres in real time, the monitor can quickly detect punctures and/or excessive temperature, providing both a visual and audible warning to alert the driver to a possible tyre failure. -Smart Vehicle Health Monitor
monitors your engine status with real-time alerts. Decrypt engine error codes, which normally cost a $100 trip to the mechanic. -Wireless Backup Camera is easy to install and built to fit your license plate. Install in just 10 minutes and get a 170-degree field of view directly on your smartphone ZUS APP is now compatible with certain third-
party obd2 devices that can be used to scan your vehicle, such as the Torque or OBD2 Scanner APP. Compatible devices are listed as follows: OBD2 / ELM327 / Carista / Veepeak / OBD LINK LX and Vgate iCar pro. Others are coming. Add this type of device by clicking the settings icon, and then select the Smart Vehicle Health Monitor,
and then click the compatible ELM 327 devices to continue. Feel free to email zus-dev@nonda.us if you have any more problems or suggestions. Visit us at f.nonda.co, where you can quickly find solutions to your questions about ZUS, iHere and other nonda products. · Visit us @ www.nonda.co · Like us @ facebook.com/nondainc ·
Instagram us @instagram.com/nondainc · Follow us @twitter.com/nondainc · Subscribe to us @ youtube.com/nondainc How ZUS works: · When you park your car, ZUS automatically stores the location of your car. · When you need to find your car, open the ZUS app and follow the arrow. Changing green radian shows the direction of
your car. · Choose between compass and map view to determine where you parked your car. · The app indicates Your car is nearby if you're just around your car. Notes: · ZUS is not allowed to enter a location and get underground parking spaces. Because of ZUS do not get your location without a GPS signal. · Continued use of GPS in
the background can dramatically shorten battery life. · ZUS relies on the GPS signal to locate the cell phone. Premium Service Subscriptions: 60 free drives per month ZUS Mileage Log is free for your first 60 drives per month, forever. Upgrade to unlimited discs for recurring $2.99/month or $29.99/year recurring. Subscription Information
– Payment is charged iTunes account on purchase confirmation – Subscription is automatically renewed unless auto-renew is disabled at least 24 hours before the end of the current period - The account will be charged for renewal renewal within 24 hours end of the current period and identify the cost of renewal - Subscriptions can be
managed by the user and automatic renewal can be disabled by going to the user's account settings after purchase The app connects to the ZUS device via Bluetooth 4.0. Therefore, a device running Android Phone 4.3 or newer is needed to use the app. Privacy policy and terms of use: Here you can find zus's changelog - #1 OBD2
Scanner &amp; Car Code Reader since it was posted on our website on 2016-12-29. The latest version is 6.24.3 and has been updated to soft112.com on 2020-12-26. See the changes in each version below: . Optimized Vehicle Service Reminder(s) feature. . The editing feature of optimized service tasks, easier to change/add/delete
items. . Optimized the Manual Log feature a trip as reported by some of the users. . Optimized App localization, hope to bring more users to contribute their translation for ZUS. Don't hesitate to drop a note on zus-dev@nonda.us. . Optimized backup camera issues reported by users. . Optimized Backup Camera releases settings &amp;
instructions, easier to use. . Optimized backup camera, especially to adapt to certain limitations of Android 10, optimized the Wi-Fi connection process, it is not necessary to jump to the settings to complete the connection. Don't hesitate to drop a note on zus-dev@nonda.us. . New feature: Find your car by taking down the timeline page
without connecting the device. . Added Backup Camera and Dash Cam button on Timeline. . New feature: Voice prompt added when the device is connected, easier to find out the status of the device connection. . Integrated with nonda Auto DIY Center, easily learn how to solve common problems. . Fixed some minor bugs and corrected
some problems that have been collected from user feedback. Don't hesitate to drop a note on zus-dev@nonda.us. Free! Free! Free! To increase driver safety, we've decided to give away millions of FREE ZUS Smart Vehicle Health Monitor Mini. Download and learn more. . Optimized car battery health monitor data display. . Optimized
Smart Tire Safety Monitor Data display. . In the Safety Center, users can choose to scan only available data items. . Fixed some minor bugs. Credits to @modena, @hansenb., @osmava and @tim. to help us. Don't hesitate to drop a note on zus-dev@nonda.us. Free! Free! Free! To increase driver safety, we've decided to give away
millions of FREE ZUS Smart Vehicle Health Monitor Mini. Download and learn more. . New feature: Put your phone upright you're trying to find your car. . Optimized data recording of the tile dashboard. . Added Pro Dashboard Live Demo mode. . Optimized details on EzzySaver Dashboard and add some explanation. . Small bugs fixed.
Credits to @modena, @osmava and @tim. to help us. Don't hesitate to drop a note on zus-dev@nonda.us. Free! Free! Free! To increase driver safety, we've decided to give away millions of FREE ZUS Smart Vehicle Health Monitor Mini. Download and learn more. . Optimized Car Finder feature. . Optimized Tiles Dashboard Data
Configuration &amp; &amp; . Optimized dashboard display. . Optimized data reading frequency for vehicle status monitor. . Fixed some minor bugs. Credits to @modena, @hansenb., @osmava and @tim. to help us. Don't hesitate to drop a note on zus-dev@nonda.us. Free! Free! Free! To increase driver safety, we've decided to give
away millions of FREE ZUS Smart Vehicle Health Monitor Mini. Download and learn more. . Optimized tons of details on the Mileage Log, easier to classify your trips. . Optimized trip detail page, now you can view the itinerary of your trip. . Optimized Goal customization &amp; management. . Fixed some bugs. Credits to @hansenb.,
@yusyusuf1 and @jimyj. to help us. Don't hesitate to drop a note on zus-dev@nonda.us. Free! Free! Free! To increase driver safety, we've decided to give away millions of FREE ZUS Smart Vehicle Health Monitor Mini. Download and learn more. . You add each RSA profile on the SOS page and gain access to it in the time of need. .
Optimized the Last Parking display so you can easily access the Auto Finder via timeline. . Optimized tons of details and fixed some bugs. Credits to @Jonathan, @Calvin and @Brock to help us. Don't hesitate to drop a note on zus-dev@nonda.us. . Optimized Mileage Log Feature &amp; Reports Display. Optimized data reading process
for vehicle status monitor. . New: Problem history, simply check problem history. . New: SOS Tab Bar, make driving safer &amp; convenient. . Custom Auto Finder, access Auto Finder via Last Parking Card in Timeline. . New: Manually add a mileslog credit to @Jonathan, @cking, @Bob, and @Brock to help us with the debugging
process. Feel free to drop a note to zus-dev@nonda.us at any time. . Optimized and improved compatibility of Smart Vehicle Health Monitor on some older vehicle models. . Optimized design on the Dashboard/Pro Dashboard and fixed some display issues. . New: OBD2 &amp; Issue Codes Lookup. . Optimized vehicle details page &amp;
more vehicle models added. If you have other suggestions just drop a note to zus-dev@nonda.us. Optimized ZUS Smart Vehicle Health Monitor related features. Credits to @qkw, @Armand, @Alex and @KY to help us with the debugging process. Feel free to drop a note at zus-dev@nonda.us and we will follow you up within 24 hours. .
Problem connecting to the smart backup camera. . Fixed login email characters limitation issue. . Optimized ZUS Smart Vehicle Health Monitor related features. Credits to @qkw, @Armand, @Alex and @CJ to help us with the debugging process. Feel free to drop a note at zus-dev@nonda.us and we will follow you up within 24 hours. .
Optimized feedback section with until Smart Vehicle Health Monitor no lectures problems, send your feedback straight to the dev team. . Optimized feedback section in general, so we can respond more quickly to user feedback, so sister app can be made more user-friendly. . Optimized other user interfaces to make the app more user-
friendly. Credits to @qkw, @Armand, @Alex and @KY to help us with debugging process. Feel free to drop a note to leave zus-dev@nonda.us whenever you want. . Optimized Safety Center Scan Feature &amp; Customized to the Issue Display Page. Small bugs fixed. Credits to @qkw, @Armand, @Alex and @KY to help us with the
debugging process. Feel free to drop a note at zus-dev@nonda.us and we will follow you up within 24 hours. Due to a major crash on Google Maps SDK, users may experience app crashes until the problem is addressed by Google. We recommend that you update to this version as soon as possible to speed up the recovery. Feel free to
contact zus-dev@nonda.us if the update doesn't work on your side. Credits to @alex, @Curtis and @KY to help us with the debugging process. Feel free to drop a note at zus-dev@nonda.us and we will follow you up within 24 hours. . Optimized Bluetooth connectivity between device and phone. . Optimized Vehicle Health Monitor
reading problems on some vehicle brands. We recommend an update as soon as possible. Credits to @jking, @Duc, @steve and @Armand to help us with the debugging process. Feel free to drop a note at zus-dev@nonda.us and we will follow you up within 24 hours. . Fixed Vehicle Health Monitor no reading, connection unstable and
other related issues. We recommend an update as soon as possible. . Fixed code C0300 and other similar false alarm problems. Credits to @Allen, @KY and @Chan to help us with the debugging process. Send your feedback via Settings--Help &amp; Support-- Feedback &amp; Rate ZUS. If you have other suggestions you feel free to
just drop a note to zus-dev@nonda.us and we will follow up with you within 24 hours. . Fixed Vehicle Health Monitor Lite Reading issue on some Japanese makes like Toyota, Honda, and early Ford &amp; GM Models (before 2006). . Fixed some minor bugs or Smart Dash Cam. If you're having trouble with measurements before this
update, you'll need to update your APP to this version and try again. Credits to @pdurgampudi, @davidoke, @junrapz, @glynn, @faris &amp; @dondonkey for all your feedback. Feel free to reach us on zus-dev@nonda.us if you have any other problems with sister app. . Startup screen set. . General user experience optimized. . Bugs
fixed. Feel free to reach us on zus-dev@nonda.us if you have any other problems with sister app. We cherish the feedback of each user. . General user experience optimized. . App size reduced. . Bugs fixed. Feel free to reach us on zus-dev@nonda.us if you have any other problems with sister app. We cherish any feedback from users.
Release Notes: . Small bugs fixed. Feel free to come to us zus-dev@nonda.us if you have any other problems with ZUS App. Release Notes: Happy 2020! . Timeline map optimized. . Customizable dashboard optimized. . Other little bugs fixed. Feel free to reach us on if you have any other problems with sister app. . Smart Tire Safety
Monitor now supports Car Finder &amp; Mileage features in the ZUS App. Try it now! . Other little bugs fixed. Feel free to reach us on zus-dev@nonda.us if you have any other problems using the ZUS ZUS Small bugs fixed. Feel free to reach us on zus-dev@nonda.us if you have any other problems with sister app. . Vehicle Settings
page optimized. . New type of device: nonda Vehicle Health Monitor Lite . Other little bugs fixed. Feel free to reach us on zus-dev@nonda.us if you have any other problems using the ZUS App... The access permission for the location is adjusted to a reasonable range. . List of updated vehicles. . User profile settings reset. . Language
settings can now be found under the General Settings. . Other crash problem solved. Feel free to reach us on zus-dev@nonda.us if you have any other problems with sister app. . More stability for app device connectivity. . Other little bugs fixed. Feel free to come to us zus-dev@nonda.us if you have any other problems with ZUS App.
Share ZUS with your friend and get your free nonda smart car charger now! Limited supply. Starts on March 8. Open ZUS now and check out your timeline for more details. . Other little bugs fixed. Feel free to reach us on zus-dev@nonda.us if you have any other problems with sister app. - Improved Backup Camera connection stability -
Minor bugs fixed. @Burhan Uddin @shak @jamie @soundslikesalmon @Avi @Andy @arrellr thank you for your support. Feel free to email zus-dev@nonda.us if you have any more problems or suggestions. New look! ZUS Smart Backup Camera supported. - Fix the problem of the backup camera binding error. - Backup camera
connection stability improved. @Burhan Uddin @shak @jamie @soundslikesalmon @Avi @Andy @arrellr thank you for your support. Feel free to email zus-dev@nonda.us if you have any more problems or suggestions. · Solving weak GPS dialogue,· Fix minor crash problems, @Brandon W @luis David Cifuentes gatica @fabian
fernandez @fabian fernandez, Hope we fix the problem you mentioned. Spanish version is underway.,More information found at f.nonda.co.,If you enjoy our app and find it useful, you help us by star rating (1 star = bad - 5start = good). If you have problems while using, you also email to dev@nonda.us, it will help us better locate the
problem and improve ZUS. Thank you for your support! Support!
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